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YLM Test Series is a flagship program of InsightsIAS which provides a
holistic timetable for your Mains Preparation. It is said:”Read to
remember and Write to Retain”. Based on our experience of guiding
several thousands of aspirants, we have learnt that it is important for
an aspirant to not only read and learn from textbooks, but also to
analyse, understand and apply the concepts learnt in a structured
format. This will help them to commit mistakes faster, while they
practice and improve the quality as well as speed of answer writing.
Abraham Lincoln had said, “If I had five minutes to chop down a tree,
I’d spend the first three sharpening my axe.”
Undoubtedly, every serious aspirant spends a lot of time in preparation but
often fail to find a program that aids in sharpening their preparation (AXE)
that has the potential to give them commensurate returns.

Inculcates discipline, focus, and consistency and ensures holistic
preparation for Mains.

2 Sessions for every test via Telephonic conversation for online
students and in-person for Offline students.

Choose to write the tests either offline or online.

Road-map w.r.t to syllabus sources, time-management for
effective and efficient preparation for the upcoming test.

Every 15 days, guidance will be provided on Zoom by Vinay Sir,
subject experts.
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The optimum number of Tests (MAINS - 52) with Success-guaranteed

Videos for all Mains test and doubt-clarification from experts for every Prelims Test.

Ensured within 5-7 working days. Our quality evaluation will effectively scrutinize
the flaws in your answer writing.
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Your answers and essays are evaluated by an expert evaluation
team based on the following parameters:
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"Followed offline prelims test series of Insights and also, prelims cum mains
integrated study plan...initially, I struggled to answer 5-6 answers. But I was pushed to
answer more and more at Insights. In the end, I could easily answer all 20 questions in
3hours without diluting the quality of the answers Solutions given by Insights were
detailed and helped me understand a topic in-depth.
I used to score 130+ in Insights offline prelims tests. In CSP-2016, I could score 141+
in paper-1 due to an extensive revision of these tests."

"I did prelims related test series from lnsightslAS . Irevised the questions that Igot
wrong 3-4 times. Idid not follow any other test series. Ialso diligently attempted last
prelims revision plan of lnsightslAS"

"After my second attempt , Ifelt that Iseriously need to work hard on the GS part well,
thereby Ijoined lnsightslAS Offline Test Series/Core Batch for Answer Writing
Practice, which Ifound a game changer in this journey for Rank 575 to Rank 3..."

"I bought all the Prelims Test Series papers of Insights about a month before the exam.
Spent days and nights on end solving them. In my experience, this was more
beneficial than any book or notes Imight have read earlier. A number of questions were
repeated directly from Insights test series. INSIGHTS SECURE really saved my neck
in Mains Examination. Icould not have even attempted all the questions in the final
exam had I not followed the secure initiative so thoroughly."

"I must place on record my most sincere gratitude to the entire lnsightslAS team
particularly Mr. Vinay Kumar who had been a true bedrock of support. He was
extremely patient and would review my writing with suggestions
on improvement. Without his guidance, and others at lnsightslAS like Mr. Sudeep
Kumar, Idoubt Iwould have managed to clear this exam."

"First and foremost, Insights exposed me to the level of competition that exists in the
Civil Services Examination. Secondly, it improved my answer writing in its Mains Test
Series by helping me develop my own unique structure for answers along with the
excellent evaluation it has to offer and lastly, the best peer group to interact and learn
from."
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I have subscribed to Insights Prelims and Mains Test Series in all my attempts and I am
extremely grateful to Insights for its monumental role in my improving my preparation levels
each time."

"I have been a part of lnsightslAS from 2016 as a student of Offline Prelims Test Series, Core
batch, Mains Test series and Interview Guidance. I consider myself fortunate to have Vinay Sir
as my Mentor. Especially, In my Mains preparation, he was available throughout to evaluate
my answers personally and suggest improvements. Also, One on One mock interviews with
Vinay Sir helped me to analyse my mistakes and gave me the much-needed confidence.
Without the support I received from Insights, I would not have achieved the rank I did."

I have been a classroom student and offline test series student of InsightsIAS since 2018.
Vinay Sir has played an indispensable role throughout my journey. My weekly meetings with
him have been a source of inspiration for me. The guidance and care he provided on a regular
basis were priceless and top class. His expertise in answer writing and brilliant mock
interviews are the sole reason for my achievement. My advice to fellow aspirants would be to
join lnsightslAS and follow Vinay Sir's suggestions word by word. Thank you for being a true
Guru, Vinay Sir. Forever indebted.."
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Lucknow

InsightsIAS, Headquartered in Bengaluru has its
presence in five strategic locations - Bengaluru,
Delhi, Hyderabad, Lucknow and Srinagar. With state
of the art Infrastructure and top-class teaching
faculty, you can expect an uncompromised quality
that InsightsIAS has been delivering consistently
through the years.
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